
Performance Monitoring in Cloud Systems 

Cloud computing promotes the idea of utility computing by enabling scaling of resources based on 

demand. The basic premise on which cloud economics is built on is sharing of resources amongst 

multiple users, based on the requirement. Many cloud solutions are adopting virtualization as the 

enabling technology to support cloud services on-demand. To enable features like real-time 

responsiveness to applications on clouds with desired security and privacy, the cloud system 

architecture must support isolation properties on shared resources. Current system virtualization 

architectures do not support concurrency on all system resources. As a result, different virtualization 

architectures introduce differences in resource utilization for different workloads. In this talk, a brief 

introduction to system virtualization architectures is given with a view towards explaining the impact 

on application performance, specifically the I/O workloads. 

Moving applications from non-virtualized to virtualized platforms could change the resource 

requirements, particularly for I/O workloads, to achieve equivalent performance.  This change 

depends significantly on the virtualization architecture used.  Hence, to measure the impact on an 

application, it is mandatory to have appropriate monitoring tools as well as frameworks on the cloud 

systems that can give fine-grained information on not just the resources used but also, application 

specific metrics.  

Monitoring of infrastructural resources in clouds plays a crucial role in providing application 

guarantees like performance, availability, and security. Monitoring is important from two 

perspectives - the cloud-user and the service provider. The cloud user’s interest is in doing an 

analysis to arrive at appropriate Service-level agreement (SLA) demands and the cloud provider’s 

interest is to assess if the demand can be met. To support this, a monitoring framework is necessary 

particularly since cloud hosts are subject to varying load conditions. To illustrate the importance of 

such a framework, in this talk an example of performance being the Quality of Service (QoS) 

requirement is illustrated to show how inappropriate provisioning of resources may lead to 

unexpected performance bottlenecks. Existing monitoring frameworks are examined to bring out 

the motivation for building much more powerful monitoring frameworks. The talk concludes with a 

discussion on proposed distributed monitoring framework, which enables fine grained monitoring 

for applications. 
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